
Prof Andrabi kick-starts week-long 
plantation drive at KU
Srinagar, April 09: A week-long plantation drive organized by National 

Service Scheme, KU in collaboration with varsity`s Landscape Development 

Division started here at the KU campus on Thursday.

 The drive was started by KU`s Vice Chancellor, Professor Khurshid Iqbal 

Andrabi who was accompanied by noted Kashmiri poet, social activist and 

environmentalist Zareef Ahmad Zareef  where in they planted tree saplings 

to promote this week- long drive.

 VC KU who was chief guest on the occasion while interacting with the 

KU faculty, students and student volunteers from NSS said that the purpose 

of the drive is to plant more and more trees to keep environment green and 

clean so as to protect and preserve the environment with utmost care.

 Highlighting the need and importance of the plantation drive in campus 

Prof Andrabi said “There are drastic environmental and climatic changes 

taking place in our own valley. We need to understand these changes and 

save our environment from getting destroyed.”

 Prof Andrabi said that these drives should be held in other institutions including colleges and schools as well so as to make students 

aware about the purpose and role of society in the conservation of trees.

  On the occasion Zareef Ahmad Zareef in his typical satirical tone said “In our times teachers used to teach us theoretically about conser-

vation of environment and we would imbibe those teachings all through our lives. However these days the subject is being taught in every 

college and school as environmental science but that spirit and sensitivity towards environmental issues is missing from our action.”

 Dean Academic Affairs KU Prof MA Wani, Registrar KU Prof Zaffar A Reishi and Program Coordinator NSS Prof Neelofar Khan also 

spoke on the occasion and all of them said that the youth need to realize the importance and need of keeping environment green and clean.

 Later a rally was also taken which marched through the KU campus in which faculty members, students and NSS volunteers participated.

 Meanwhile Tariq Abdullah Program Officer NSS who was coordinating the plantation drive said that Raheem Greens which has been 

at the forefront of such environmental initiatives has donated 3000 saplings which would be planted in various colleges of the valley and 

Zakura campus of the varsity during the week long drive.


